Midnight melee at Meadows frustrates residents, officials
Forum convened to discuss solutions; police will post officer on premises during weekend nights
by David Baugh

Twouarded clandestine party at University of Missouri-St. Louis Thanksgiving holiday prompted a special meeting Thursday night between members of the complex, campus law enforc­ers and administration official­
Gs. The meeting was called to discuss issues following a large fight Nov. 28 that resulted in five minor injuries, sever­al arrests and damage to one of the apartments, police said.

"As best as I understand it, there were some people having a party and some people not affiliated with the University crashed the party," UM-St. Louis police Sgt. Alfred Wirt said.

A fight ensued. Wirt said police received nearby a door

Party, "UM-St.

ed in five minor injuries, sever­al arrests and damage to one of the apartments, police said.

According to Wirt, a staff member and some guests were allegedly turned away from the party, but it was not clear who set off the sparkles. No arrests have been made. The incident is still under investiga­tion.

Amber Parish, managing director of see MEADOWS, page 2

Crime Time

Gary Grace

There's nobody around and they just pick it up and walk out with it," Wirt said.

That's what we call a crime of opportunity."

According to COPS officer Kevin Hansebroek, calculators, books and tickets are other common targets that are easy to steal.

"Laptop computers are becoming more prominent in our environment here on campus," Hansebroek said.

"Some of these are starting to disappear."

Wirt said these cases are often diffic­ult to solve because cash and what items are difficult to track.

There were 157 reported thefts last year but only 7 arrests were made.

"If they just take the money and dis­card the wallet or the purse, it's virtually impossible to trace money," Wirt said. "If they try to use your credit card or try to cash checks that than are much easier to solve."

Student group opposes fee hike

Petition calls for advisory board to mediate dispute

by Bill Puffins and Doug Harrison staff writers

Students opposed to a possible fee hike to support the proposed University Center have begun circu­lating a petition they say they will submit to administration.

Tonya Hutchinson, a social work major, is leading a group of stu­dents who are asking students to sign a petition that opposes the fee increase. The petition reads, "No Legislative W i t h o u t Representation." It requests the formation of a student advisory board to act as a liaison between the students and the administra­tion in dealing with student concerns. Hutchinson said.

"The majority is not involved in student groups."

The fee hike would take effect next year, even if the SGA did not endorse it, says Jim Auyon, SGA president.

"It was already passed two years ago by a general election of the student body."

The group intends to present the petition to Donald Driemeier, deputy to the chancellor, Driemeier was unavailable for comment.

The Student Government Association will still introduce the $6.05-per-credit fee hike in a meeting Nov. 19. It is expected to be approved in the 1998-99 academic year, a year earlier than administra­tion originally planned.

Hutchinson said administrators should have approached the entire student body about the increase, not just the SGA. She assured that the SGA represents student opinions but not all 15,000 stu­dents on campus.

"The administration really should have taken the student population more into account," Hutchinson said.

"The majority is not involved in student groups."

The fee hike would take effect next year, even if the SGA did not endorse it, says Jim Auyon, SGA president.

"It was already passed two years ago by a general election of the student body."

The group intends to present the petition to Donald Driemeier, deputy to the chancellor, Driemeier was unavailable for comment.

The Student Government Association will still introduce the $6.05-per-credit fee hike in a meeting Nov. 19. It is expected to be approved in the 1998-99 academic year, a year earlier than administra­tion originally planned.

The group intends to present the petition to Donald Driemeier, deputy to the chancellor, Driemeier was unavailable for comment.
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Putting it on the Board...

The Current Events Bulletin Board is a service pro-
vided to allow students to communicate with
University and departmental offices.

_EXTENSION_ for submission to: Managing Editor, The Current,
7940 University Blvd., Suite 101, Columbia, MO 65211.
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University Meadows, declared that they will not
comment on any incidents.

Thurman's meeting, led by
Vice-chairman for Student Affairs
Gary Greer, was a forum for
students to voice their opinions on
how to improve student housing at
the Meadows.

"I think that's really why we're
here," Greer said.

In addition to Greer, and
Parish, McCarthy and Rosen,
Student Affairs attended the
meeting, which lasted about two
hours.

A few students complained
about loud music being played at
late hours and some asked about
the consequences of violating rules.

"We do have student conduct
regulations that do apply to the
buildings here," Greer said.

Bost said she could not com-
ment on whether disciplinary
action would be taken in this case.

She added that the future
of student housing depends on
what the community wants.

Greer said "We don't get the
results. We just estimate what
you want."
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Thanksgiving thefts cost U thousands

Police are investigating a series of pre-Thanksgiving thefts in several faculty offices.

Sgt. Al Wirt of campus Police confirmed that a total of eight robberies occurred sometime between the evening of Nov. 21 and the morning of Nov. 22.

"There was one (thief) in Clark Hall, three in the Social Sciences Building, and four in the evening of Nov. 22. All eight of the thefts were in faculty offices. Police found no signs of forced entry," Wirt said. Wirt estimated that $12,000 - $13,000 worth of items were stolen, including two laptop computers. A variety of other articles such as computer accessories, a clock radio and stamps were also taken.

"We're stepping up patrols in all campus buildings, not just the ones where incidents occurred," Wirt said.

- Mary Lindsey

Remember:
You can rate our pages, both the print and the web edition, online at our website. Your comments are important to us and...
**Our Opinion**

**How to respond**

Your response is an important part of the weekly debate on this page. We encourage responses to guest commentaries, letters to the editor and columns. Please submit your letter to our local office, The Current, 155 N. Main St., St. Louis, MO 63121. We reserve the right to edit letters for clarity, length and grammar. All letters must be accompanied by your name, address and phone number.

**View commentary**

Guest commentary

**Bookstore should honor student IDs in December**

For books for the winter semester will be available beginning Dec. 15, many students are wondering whether their student ID is payment good for books. The answer is yes, but there are a few students that would like to find under the tree in a few weeks. 

**Spending our way to a dysfunctional society**

It is an unfortunately paradox played out countless times every Christmas season. Televisions and radio stations are filled with stories of either our nation’s or world’s troubles. Christmas is all about family and friends and the Birth of Christ, not about “Tacky-Tie-Elfies,” some stoning, happy, people. A few minutes or pages or segments late, we will have our department stores and media outlets focusing on record high prices for record high sales in this holiday season.

**The edges will fall off their hard-earned dollars this Christmas season,” some gray- haired economist or prognosticator will say.**

What this means exactly is in terms of social commentary and cultural antipathy. This is not a message that producers and others across the country and the world will be eager to hear. After all, the season is one upon which so many depend to make ends meet.

As a producer, one could say that those who worry about the future may wish to pass that sort of fear and anxiety onto the next generation. Take for instance Toys R Us. The mass retailer is already planning a new “breakthrough” in Christmas shopping

If we were not so literally self-serving and transparent, it would be much harder to see.

The kid, any child who walks and maintains a firm grasp on his or her cane, and3 has no problem making every sacrifice is an absolute necessity.
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The only true benefactors seem to be the “merchants” mentioned in the plan. Why not find a way for them to cover some of the costs for building the new Center?

— Jonny Coninger

SGA makes poor decision by endorsing fee hike

This letter is in response to the new U Center and the hike in student fees to fund the new Biological Honor Society. I am not happy with the way several things were handled in this matter, and I believe that students should be informed.

First, the discussion of the fee hike came at the end of a very long SGA meeting (2 and a half hours). During the entire meeting no one had mentioned, which is about half or less than what had started. Second, the discussion of this matter did not end at the end of the meeting; there were 23 people whose representatives voted yes and 12,000 for the SGA. Although you’re not always asked to write a nifty little Guest Commentary, there’s still something satisfying about putting a part of yourself or paper for others to see, hoping they can draw something from what you have to say. If this sounds like a plan to you, bring a resume by our office.

— Jason Brazzel

This letter is in response to the current student fee hike. I realize there’s nothing like the pride that comes with seeing a million dollar question go back to our respective organizations and ask their opinion. Call me crazy, but I think I would like to have a say in whether or not to pay an extra $0.00 an hour if I was not on the SGA.

This is where those 33 people who voted yes forgot what they were, an SGA representative. They represent many students, about 10,000. In any other similar voting process, I would have voted in favor of increasing student fees. I like the idea of a new U Center. I believe it shows growth of the university and will benefit growth in the long run by encouraging big business to throw dollars at a thriving university. I am confident that it will be a dynamic building and provide much needed space. I have no right to decide for the 56 people that I represent to support a measure that will have them pay an extra $70.00 a semester.

I think those organizations whose representatives voted yes should take a good look at them and ask, “Is that person really representing us?”

Yeah, our opinion or ‘support’ of this proposal probably does not mean much when the chancellor and the board of common decide. They can do it if we endorse it, and that’s the sad truth. Makes me wonder why the administration officially wanted to have a special meeting on a separate day to address the proposal instead of presenting it at the meeting.

They can do it if we endorse it or not on the SGA.

You see, they have to present it before the students and it does not matter how much. That special meeting would have drawn very few. I predict Jim Ayewy who presented that cop-out from happen anyway.

I hope the chancellor and administrative open their eyes and see that 97.7% of the student population did not get their opinions heard on this matter, and I challenge them to go it.

I also encourage the students to write the chancellor; your voice of may be the only one that will be heard. After all, you paid for it.

— Jason Brazzel

As the academic year moves forward, and you consider your career options ahead, consider the diversity and challenges of Management Consulting at Ernst & Young. Here, learning is not an event, but an ongoing, indiscernible part of our culture. Currently, we’re seeking energetic and insightful students with excellent academic records to intern within our Management Consulting practice — which is growing at a rate double the estimated average for all other consulting firms.

You already know the advantages associated with choosing a top school. Now, you have the opportunity to continue that tradition — by interning with the pre-eminent professional services firm in the world — Ernst & Young.

MEET WITH ERNST & YOUNG ON CAMPUSSummer Internship Interview Day: February 17, 1998

For consideration, please forward your resume to your University Career Center, or:

Mike Wilson, Campus Recruiting Manager, Ernst & Young LLP, 701 Market Street, Suite 1400, St. Louis, MO 63101; or Fax: (314) 259-1618. Please visit our web site at: http://www.ey.com. No phone calls please.

There ISN’T A Business We CAN’T IMPROVE™

Ernst & Young LLP, an equal opportunity employer, values the diversity of our workforce and the knowledge of our people.
Mayor Betty Houlihan.

Rounding localities, described the relations officer, and Normandy held to work with the and ing held Monday between Frank staff writer made a request to the e the three-hour meeting as to facilitate communication between the and said he hoped create a good a lack of respect from some and be respected and wanted some responsiveness when she made a request to the University.

Days said Houlihan complained of an "inability to contact people" to discuss issues and a lack of respect from some University representatives. Days he hoped create a good relationship with the mayor by keeping her informed of campus issues.

"She knows me and she is very comfortable calling me," Days said. Houlihan also said she hoped to have an effective working relationship.

"I think the fact that Mr. Days is a resident of the area will make a difference because his concerns are the same in our concerns," Houlihan said. "As questions arise I can go to Mr. Days about them. If he does not know the answers he will find out."

Police jurisdiction was one of those issues. Houlihan said that the University needs to respect Normandy's right to protect the areas within its boundaries.

"What belongs to the city of Normandy is for our police to patrol and respond to calls," Houlihan said. "They have to respect that we have a viable police force to answer these calls."

Days said the issue stems from the fact that the campus 911 system routes calls to the University police rather than the municipality.

"The dorms are hardwired to the police force here and [the mayor] thinks that they should be something that possibly could be hardwired to Normandy police," Days said.

"She wants more of a cooperative effort between the police forces. Days also said he discussed the issue of tax revenues with the municipality. Houlihan also said she discussed the issue of tax revenues with the mayor. Normandy officials have recently raised concerns about the University's expansion and how it may be affecting the city's tax base.

"What we get into it, it probably won't be as large of an impact as might have been anticipated with the number of residents that the University has purchased," Days said.

Days said that the mayor did not make revenue a big issue, however.

"She said she realized that it was not a great amount but if you continue to do that it does erode the tax base," Days said.

Days said he wanted to convey the University's "naming" and the reasoning for expansion to Houlihan.

"Many of the other communities around here, they have to be able to come in and understand what the University is trying to do and understand the vision that we have for the University," Days said.

Interviewed by phone, Houlihan refused to comment on the mayor's refusal to comment on the University's expansion and how it may be affecting the city's tax base.

"I think the meeting was about communication," Houlihan said. "Now we have someone we can communicate with about what the University is doing."
And you say you have no money?

Look no further: your guide to cheap Christmas fun is here...

BY AMY LOMBARD
staff writer

It's December and holiday cheer is everywhere. What it means for college students, Finals. What do finals mean to the average college student? They are stressful times, student's faces, finals week consists of the creation of obscure amounts of coffee, endless hours of studying, all-nighters and fast food cravings in the dorm room.

Stress can be divided into two categories, short term and long term stress. Short term stress can be caused by the release of adrenaline into the blood stream, usually as a response to a sudden event that provokes the human survival instinct. However, long term stress occurs when the body endures the presence of adrenaline over a long period of time. Irregularly, maintained, long term stress can have serious effects on a person's physical and mental health.

College students suffer from long term stress like any other person with children. To combat long term stress is to follow a daily routine including exercise, proper amounts of sleep and a balanced diet. However, Knapp said that the colloquial definition does not promote healthy routines, especially during finals week.

"Staying up for 24 hours is the best of the exercises," said Knapp.  "Knapp said that students need to rest before taking tests. The digestive of heavy foods cannot alleviate a chemical reaction resulting in a severe headache.

"I want to encourage students to eat small, healthy meals throughout the day to maintain a consistent energy level. I also recommend eating fruits and vegetables, which are high in fiber and low in calories. In addition, I recommend eating foods that contain complex carbohydrates, which provide a sustained energy source. Finally, I recommend eating foods that contain lean protein, which provide a sustained energy source.

"You have to eat right and stay healthy during finals week. The best way to do this is to eat small, healthy meals throughout the day. This will help you to stay focused and alert during exams. In addition, I recommend eating foods that contain complex carbohydrates, which provide a sustained energy source. Finally, I recommend eating foods that contain lean protein, which provide a sustained energy source.
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"I want to encourage students to eat small, healthy meals throughout the day to maintain a consistent energy level. I also recommend eating foods that contain complex carbohydrates, which provide a sustained energy source. Finally, I recommend eating foods that contain lean protein, which provide a sustained energy source.

"You have to eat right and stay healthy during finals week. The best way to do this is to eat small, healthy meals throughout the day. This will help you to stay focused and alert during exams. In addition, I recommend eating foods that contain complex carbohydrates, which provide a sustained energy source. Finally, I recommend eating foods that contain lean protein, which provide a sustained energy source.
Ia music video of dancing flubber.

The climax of the movie is based on the black-and-white original. His assignment takes him to Savannah, Ga., where he meets some of the imagery will make you say "ouch!" Those with the manners of a southerner will be especially amused by the parodies of Southern vernacular.

The punk and ska lovers of the snowboarding scene have taken quickly to Blink-182. But with only one major-label album under their belt, the band has one single out on Ded Ranch.

The band has one single out on their major-label debut, "Dramarama." It's a catchy tune with a hypnotizing hook and a spare but sweetly sentimental lyric. Made you Blink: Latest release from punk bad is 'decent'

Through Kelso's watch, we learn more about several interesting and well-dressed characters. Lady Chablis, an irreverent drag queen who supplies uproarious dialogue, Sonny Siler (Jack Black), Thompson's multi-talented alter ego with the manners of a southern gentleman and the scritches of a "big city" businesswoman. This is supporting cast that perhaps makes the otherwisereaklessly-stylized film tolerable.

By the end, I found myself exhilarated, spent from having watched the closing moments of four or five minutes, the film for the finals itself. That was rewarded for an intense, surreal and sometimes countering ending that almost redresses the movie. Almost. But not quite.

"Dramarama" is a catchy tune with a hypnotizing hook and a spare but sweetly sentimental lyric. Made you Blink: Latest release from punk bad is 'decent'

Although, the rest of the songs are decent, they just lack the hook that makes "Dramarama" so much of a major release.
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Riverwomen undone after 3 games

By Brian Folsom

The UM-St. Louis women's basketball team is off for almost a month with an 8-2 record after losing 3 games in a row. The team was unable to overcome the problems caused by lack of experience, poor shooting and poor defense.

The Riverwomen were defeated by the Missouri Baptist Baptist Baptist Baptist 79-84 on Nov. 12. The team lost 8-2 with its first loss coming against Lincoln on Dec. 1. Behind Brandy's team leading 24 points, the team rallied in the last 16 minutes to tie the game. The team had 6 points in the last 16 minutes.
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Spruce trees help rejuvenate on-campus recycling effort

by Becky Zugarski

The UM-St. Louis Recycling Committee hopes that two new spruce trees recently planted on campus will once again promote interest in on-campus recycling of paper.

"One hundred five tons of paper were recycled in 1996," said Paul Travers, committee member. "This year we're down to just a few tons. The bottom has really fallen out."

Travers said the committee is trying to push paper recycling again so that faculty and staff use less waste.

Everyone on campus can participate in recycling as well by using the blue waste receptacles located in various places all over campus.

This is important because once the paper is tainted by food, the recycling paper company won't take it, Travers said.

Although the goal of recycling paper is to save the money earned to landscape campus, that is not all the committee hopes to accomplish.

"The market for paper is very low," Travers said. "The reason we do it is because we think conservation of resources is impor-
tant for the campus community."

The American Forest and Paper Association estimates that the average person uses two pounds of wood products a day. This translates to four trees — each 100 feet tall and 18 inches in diameter — used per person per year.

The spruce trees were dedicated and lighted on Dec. 1 during a ceremony held in conjunction with Holiday week. One tree is located on the South Campus, the other is located near the North Campus near the Alumni Circle.

Each tree has a granite marker with the inscription "Dedicated to the needlings of realities — James Allen. A gift from UM-St. Louis Recycling Committee Dec. 1, 1997."

The Current will publish its final issue of the semester next week, Dec. 15. We will resume publication Jan. 12, 1998. It's not too early to make your submissions now for the Bulletin Board. See page 2 for more information.

The Current is getting a face-lift.

Check out our new look next semester!

The Current, December 8, 1997
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A celebration of holiday color!

Case Telephone's Holiday Ornament Bouquet.

With a bridge portable, finish of red, green or gold, Telephone's Holiday Ornament Bouquet adds cheer to any occasion. This attractive set will bring happiness to anyone for years to come! To orders and pick-up in the USA or Canada, just call or visit our shop.

Favazza Florist
7 North Oaks Plaza
St. Louis, MO 63143
314-333-4576
St. Louis 922-3835
$35.00

FAVORITE SPREE BREAK SUPER SALE!

BRanson, Mo.

CANCUN

$399 BI-PERSONAL

$349 EACH

24 DAYS

$399 EACH

Cancún All Inclusion

$499 Single

$439 EACH

$399 EACH

$399 EACH

MAZATLÁN

DAYS DNN

$499 EACH

SOUTH PADRE

$499 EACH

$499 EACH

$499 EACH

$499 EACH

$499 EACH

$499 EACH

1-800-SURFS-UP

http://www.umslo.edu/studentslife/current

April 1-30 only

http://www.collegetours.com


"SPRING BREAK, TAKE 2!" Organize your own Trip. 2 Free. Jamaica, Cancun,Bahamas, Florida, Barbados, Petite & More. Parties, Ex's, & Drink. Sunsplash Tours 1-800-485-7710

"14 SPRING BREAK SHOPPING DAYS LEFT! NOW is the time to guarantee the lowest rates and best hotels. Please increase Da. 10th! LEISURE TOURS® packages to South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, and Florida. Group Discounts to 6 or more! (800)485-8902 or www.leisuretours.com

AZTATLÁN PARTY

Don't miss out on the HOTTEST Spring Break destination in Mexico. Arizona 7 nights, house, travel, raging parties. For brochure or signing FREE trip 1-800-305-4698 (www.collegeluxx.com)

FOR SALE

98 Toyota Camry. Good condition, lots of options, $3,750. Call Jake 528-3228 after 6 pm

UM-St. Louis students, faculty, and staff:

Classifieds are FREE!!

CLASSIFIED RATES

Either classified advertising is $10 for 40 words or less in straight text format. Bold and Uppercase letters are free. All classifieds must be prepaid by check, money order, or credit card. The Deadline is the Thursday prior to publication.

http://www.umslo.edu/studentslife/current

current@jinx.umslo.edu

TRAVEL

Female student with disability is seeking tenants to assist with personal needs on campus, please call Rindalls 741-7899.

The American Civil Liberties Union of Eastern Missouri seeks Complaint Coordinators 12 hours/ week. Screen, analyze civil liberties complaints, conduct investigations, write letters, craft responses. Submit letter, resume, writing sample to: Daniel Lieberman, Legal Director, ACLU EM, 4567 Laddie, St. Louis MO 63101, 26-2511

After school teacher needed to work between 3-7 pm in Beedeen, C.W., Chesterville, & Dayton. Positions pay a minimum of $7/hr & require 3 references in child care & insured transportation. Call TLC for an interview 725-0778

Housing

SATANISH in St. Louis-Official Church of Satan. Building a better world and having a Hell of a good time. Send BASE to Any Location. Legion of Lodi POB 140252 St. Louis MO 63114. You can find your special someone here! 1-800-285-9119 or www.collegeluxx.com

You can find your special someone here! 1-800-285-9119 or www.collegeluxx.com

MISC

You can find your special someone here! 1-800-285-9119 or www.collegeluxx.com

Charles Schwartz Borders in Creve Cours

11745 Olive Blvd.

December 11 @ 7:00

Bring a friend and join us!

FREE TEES, with immediate results.

Depression less in ten days after it begins.

PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING & ASSISTANCE All services are free and confidential.

FREE CUPCAKES available while supplies last.

Pregnant?

You Are Not Alone.

Bramwell 500-5990

St. Charles 724-1200

Bridgeton 277-8775

Midtown 926-4900

(After Hours: 1-800-550-0500)

FREE CUPCAKES available while supplies last.

PREGNANT?

FREE CUPCAKES available while supplies last.

FREE CUPCAKES available while supplies last.
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# Textbook Buyback

## Turn Your Textbooks into Cash

**University Bookstore**

- **Wed., Dec. 10, 7:30 am - 7:30 pm**
- **Thur. & Fri., Dec. 11 & 12, 7:30 am - 5 pm**
- **Mon. - Thur., Dec. 15 - 18, 7:30 am - 7:30 pm**
- **Fri., Dec. 19, 7:30 am - 5 pm**
- **Mon., Dec. 22, 7:30 am - 5 pm**

**U-Mart** (South Campus)

- **Mon. - Thur., Dec. 15 - 18, 9 am - 6 pm**
- **Fri., Dec. 19, 9 am - 4 pm**
- **Mon., Dec. 22, 9 am - 4 pm**

## Retail: Best Offer

The University Bookstore will pay up to 50% of the book price providing the textbook:
- Will be required for the next term
- Is needed to fill next term’s enrollment
- Is in reusable condition

**Example:**
- You paid $64.00 for a new textbook, we will pay you up to $23.00 or 50%
- You paid $34.50 for a used textbook, we will pay you up to $17.25 or 50% of the new price.

## What You Need To Know About Selling Your Books

### Wholesale: Next Best Offer

- For books having national demand, the wholesale company will pay 15% to 40% of the new book price.
- Discontinued books are shipped to a wholesaler who recycles them to other colleges and universities where they are needed.
- Old editions have no national value.